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1. Introduction

The collapse and sudden rebound of market indices and nearly 2; 000 equity prices during the May

6, 2010 �Flash Crash�was a singular event in the history of the equity markets. The Securities

and Exchange Commission (SEC) and Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) both

launched full-scale investigations into the causes of the collapse, and a growing body of academic

literature has also examined causal mechanisms behind the crash. Although the regulators have

implemented a set of rules after the Flash Crash, including single stock circuit breakers and a ban

on stub quotes, trading glitches are still happening. These serious errors in 2012, such as BATS

Global Markets�initial public o¤ering (IPO) failure on March 23, Facebook�s IPO miscue on May

18, and Knight Capital�s erroneous order �ood on August 1, are merely the latest in a series of

breakdowns. These events were not con�ned to a single stock exchange and the e¤ect of each

of these incidents was not transitory: BATS withdrew their IPO, Nasdaq faces billions of dollar

in lawsuits from market making �rms, and Knight nearly went bankrupt. The run of technology

snafus have raised the concern that they could rattle investor�s con�dence and result in reduced

liquidity of the equity market.

The new circuit breakers now trip at a 10% movement intra-daily. Many of these movements

will be due to information released about individual stocks. To �lter these out, we isolate stocks

where prices recover to at least 2:5% below the 09:35 price. Using this de�nition, we �nd that the

�Flash Crash�is not an isolated event. For example, on April 4, 2000, more than 1; 500 stocks fall

more than 10% intra-day before recovering most of their losses. These breakdowns occur by more

than 30; 000 events in 2000.

We ask a simple and straightforward question: how frequently do these breakdowns in market

quality occur. We analyze every change in the listing exchanges�best bid and o¤er for 1993-2011.

In total, we examine more than 30 million �les of intra-day bid and o¤er quotes. What we �nd

is that market quality breakdowns have been endemic to the equity markets. The daily average

breakdown frequency is 0:64% throughout our sample period, an average of 44 stocks per day.

There is an uptrend in breakdown frequency from 1993-2000. This trend reverses from 2000-

2006 but then begins to rise again in late 2007, in the early stages of the �nancial crisis. Breakdowns

continue to rise through 2008, a particularly volatile period for the market. In 2009 though and

continuing through 2010, the breakdown frequency is declining. Despite the Flash Crash, 2010 has

the fewest breakdowns of any year since 2007. The breakdown frequency is 0:39% in 2011, half
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the rate of 1998 when humans provided the majority of quotes. Breakdowns in 2010-2011 occur

less than once per year in a typical stock.

The academic literature has suggested a number of possible explanations for market quality

breakdowns: (1) regulatory changes; (2) fragmentation; (3) excessive correlation; (4) exchange

traded funds (ETFs); and (5) high frequency trading (HFT). We develop an explanatory model,

with controls for volume and volatility, to assess the marginal e¤ects of these potential causes

of breakdowns. Also, by looking at a longer historical time frame, we hope to identify which

explanations are robust.

Changes in the regulatory environment have dramatically e¤ected quote and trade behavior.

In 1996, the SEC adopted the display rule which placed electronic trading networks on an even

playing �eld with dealers. Many others have suggested that the SEC�s regulations governing the

equity national market system has led to market quality deterioration. The biggest change was the

adoption of Reg. NMS in April 2005. The new regulations were extended in stages and were fully

in place by October 15, 2007. One of our most striking �ndings is that market quality breakdowns

are 41:78% less frequent after Reg. NMS. This implies that approximately 4; 000 fewer stocks are

breaking down each year compared to the prior period.

Bennett and Wei (2006) claim that order �ow consolidation improves market quality. Golub,

Keane and Poon (2012) attribute mini-Flash crash episodes in the period 2006-11 to the use of

inter-market sweep orders in fragmented markets. Madhavan (2012) suggests that fragmentation

from equity market structure changes has made markets more fragile and may have contributed

to the Flash Crash. Jiang, McInish and Upson (2011) take the contrary view, noting that order

routing away from the primary exchange may result in better executions. O�Hara and Ye (2011)

�nd that the volume share in o¤-exchange venues does not impact market quality. We use two

measures of fragmentation in our analysis. The �rst is the Her�ndahl index of each equity market�s

contribution to the national best bid and o¤er and the second is the market share of o¤-exchange

volume. We do not �nd that either measure of fragmentation helps explain the frequency of

breakdowns for the market as a whole.

Even though market structure di¤erences have been reduced, exchanges still matter. Control-

ling for market capitalization, price, as well as volume and volatility, New York Stock Exchange

(NYSE) stocks break down 20:03% less frequently than Nasdaq stocks, 43:91% less frequently than

American Stock Exchange (AMEX) listings, and 69:04% less frequently than Archipelago (ARCA)
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listings.

Since we �nd that market structure changes appear not to be a primary factor in market

breakdowns, we then consider the e¤ects of rising security correlations. Acharya and Schaefer

(2006) have noted that individual stocks become more highly correlated during �nancial crises.

There has also been an uptrend in market correlation in recent years. The average correlation

among the Fama-French industry portfolios rises from 37:16% in 1993 to 76:32% in 2011.

We construct a theoretical model with correlated liquidity shocks based on Sandås (2001).

This model helps us to unify a number of factors in the literature which appear to operate through

cross-equity correlation, including both ETFs and high frequency trading.

A market maker in stock A responds to a liquidity shock in stock B, and the limit order

books thins to a larger degree when the shocks are more highly correlated. We con�rm the model

empirically, �nding that correlation does spike during market quality breakdowns, raising the

frequency of breakdowns by almost 25:62%.

Ben-David, Franzoni, and Moussawi (2012) note that ETFs exacerbate the volatility of the

underlying stocks, and that ETFs may have served as an important propagation mechanism during

the Flash Crash. We �nd that ETFs break down 90:33% more frequently than non-ETFs. ETF

trading activity unidirectionally Granger causes the market correlation, revealing that ETFs are a

source of stronger individual stock correlation and not vice versa.

The impact of HFT remains a widely debated issue. Brogaard (2011) analyzes a high-quality

data set that identi�es the trade and quote activity of high frequency trading �rms. He shows that

high frequency traders have become a dominant fraction of market activity, with approximately

70% of dollar volume in 2009. They also engage in highly correlated trading strategies. Several

academic papers have suggested that HFT �rms generally enhance market quality. Hasbrouck

and Saar (2010) �nd that low-latency activity improves liquidity and dampens short-term volatil-

ity. Brogaard, Hendershott and Riordan (2012) argue that HFTs increase the e¢ ciency of prices

through their marketable orders.

Other papers suggest that HFT activity might be more harmful. Gao and Mizrach (2011)

�nd that, when markets experience stressful events, HFT �rms tend to scale back their liquidity

provision. For example, during the Federal Reserve large scale auction purchases of Treasuries,

HFT �rms were 8% less likely to be providing the inside bid or o¤er. Zhang (2010) observes that

HFT is positively correlated with stock price volatility and hinders the ability of the market prices
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to re�ect fundamental information. Sornette and von der Becke (2011), in a report prepared for

the U.K. O¢ ce of Science, argue that HFT has led to crashes and can be expected to do so more

and more in the future. We �nd that HFT trading activity has a signi�cantly positive impact,

raising the breakdown frequency by 18:33%.

We also analyze breakdown frequency using a predictive model. Two lagged breakdown proba-

bilities are statistically signi�cant. Along with volatility at the market open, these factors improve

upon a constant forecast by nearly 50%.

We examine the robustness of our results. Rapid increases in o¤er prices, which we call

�breakups�, are also positively related to correlation shocks. Restricting the sample to stocks

with a market cap of over $10 billion, we con�rm the explanatory model for aggregate breakdown

frequency. Large caps breakdown only 1=6 as often as other stocks, and only 118 large caps have

broken down in the period 2009-11.

We also consider alternative microstructure de�nitions of breakdowns. We look at the national

best-bid and o¤er (NBBO) rather than just the primary exchange. These results are very similar

to our original speci�cation. Secondary markets reduce breakdowns by 31:96% in 2008-11. We

also show that our model �ts breakdowns using trade prices rather than quotes. Finally, when we

look at the worst bid or o¤er in the market place, all of our models �t poorly.

Section 2 introduces our de�nition of market quality breakdowns and compares it to the Flash

Crash. Section 3 measures the unconditional daily average breakdown frequency. We develop a

baseline model for the aggregate breakdown frequency in Section 4 and test the impact of changes

in market structure including Reg. NMS, fragmentation and exchange e¤ects. We then construct,

in Section 5, a theoretical model to study the e¤ects of cross-security correlation on the limit

order book. The empirical results in Section 6 con�rm our model of correlated liquidity shocks.

We analyze the impact of ETFs in Section 7 and HFT activity in Section 8. Section 9 builds a

predictive model. We conduct robustness checks in Section 10 before concluding.

2. Data and De�nitions

Our empirical analysis relies on quotes rather than trades. This, of course, increases the computa-

tional burden, but we feel breakdowns in market quality impede trading, and that the consolidated

quotes provide the best real time portrait of the market. Our focus is on the best bid and o¤er
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from the listing exchange, but we examine alternative de�nitions1 in our robustness section.

We analyze stocks that are in both the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) and

the New York Stock Exchange Trade and Quote Database (TAQ). Stocks from all three major

exchanges are available from April 6, 1993 forward. Our sample ends on December 30, 2011.

We look at movements in the time frame 09:35-15:55. We do this because opening and closing

procedures vary across exchanges and may not be comparable.

A stock is identi�ed as having a market quality breakdown if the best bid prices fall 10% below

the 09:35 price. 10% is a natural metric because that is where circuit breakers are now placed.

In addition, the tick must be repeated at least once in a subsequent calendar second. This avoids

�eeting quotes or errors.

We want to try to �lter out news driven price declines. We do this by looking at stocks that

rebound to within 2:5% of the 09:35 price at 15:55.

We have a symmetric de�nition for break ups, using the best o¤er price.

2.1 Market quality metrics for the Flash Crash

On May 6, 2010, major U.S. stock indices, stock index products, and individual stocks experienced

a sudden price drop of more than 5% followed by a rapid recovery within minutes. The unusual

and severe event, commonly known as the Flash Crash, occurred in both futures and spot markets.

The price of E-Mini S&P 500 futures fell in excess of 5% between 14:41 and 14:46. The Dow Jones

Industrial Average (DJIA) plunged 998:5 points, the largest intraday point decline in history. Many

individual stocks reached lows that exceeded 10%, and some were even traded down to a penny,

e.g. Accenture.

The Flash Crash raises questions about the quality of U.S. �nancial markets. The CFTC and

the SEC2 jointly explored the market events of May 6, 2010 and identi�ed the evaporation of

liquidity in both the E-Mini and individual stocks. By analyzing the aggregate order books they

found that reductions in liquidity may lead some stocks to trade at severe prices.

1 The high frequency data provider Nanex has been analyzing mini-�ash crashes for several years now. Nanex
(2011) used the following criteria: �to qualify as a down-draft candidate, the stock had to tick down at least
10 times before ticking up �all within 1.5 seconds and the price change had to exceed 0:8%.�They have
a symmetric de�nition for up-drafts. We attempted to replicate their results, but we eventually used an
alternative framework. Many Nanex breakdowns occur away from the primary exchange. It also does not
work particularly well during the �ash crash. In 2010, they identify 1; 041 down-draft events, fewer than we
�nd on the single day of May 6, 2010. Nanex does con�rm our main message. Up and down drafts have
been trending down since 2008.
2 Commodity Futures Trading Commission and Securities and Exchange Commission (2010).
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When we apply our �lter to the Flash Crash day, we get very similar conclusions to the academic

and policy literature. Our sample consists of 6; 527 securities for May 6, 2010. Among them, 1; 857

stocks experienced market quality breakdowns on the listing exchange.3 The breakdown frequency

di¤ers on each of the four primary exchanges, as shown in Table 1.

[INSERT Table 1 HERE]

ARCA is a¤ected more than any other exchange with more than 60% of stocks crashed, while

AMEX has the lowest frequency of 12:73%. The breakdowns on NYSE and Nasdaq are close to

the average level of the market.

We then analyze in more detail the distribution of percentage decline in the best bid prices on

the Flash Crash day. We want to compare our results to the CFTC-SEC �nding, so we use the

same stock �lter here, i.e. a share price of more than $3:00 and a market capitalization of at least

$10 million. The results are illustrated in Figure 1 Panel A.

[INSERT Figure 1 HERE]

The distribution displays a similar pattern to the �nding in the CFTC-SEC report.4 In par-

ticular, 227 stocks have the lowest best bid that are almost 100% below the 09:35 price on the

listing exchange. The number is a little greater than that given in the CFTC-SEC report since we

analyze quotes rather than trades.

Figure 1 Panel B presents a scatter plot of the time and percentage decline of the best bid for

all stocks during the period from 14:00-15:00 on May 6, 2010. Each point on the graph represents

a stock. The result is consistent with the �nding by the CFTC and the SEC.5 A few stocks began

to crash shortly after 14:00 and the number of stocks increased steadily over the one hour interval.

Many of the lows in the best bid occurred after 14:45, as represented by a dense area between

�20% and 0% and a thick line around �100%.

Our results also suggest the same conclusions about ETFs as discussed in the CFTC-SEC

report. ETFs were a¤ected the most among all types of securities on May 6, 2010. Based on

3 It is shown in the CFTC-SEC report that approximately 14% of stocks traded at lows that are more than
10% away from the 14:40 prices. Given the fact that we analyze 10% price decline below the 09:35 price
and our study relies on quotes instead of trades, it makes sense that our �lter gives a higher frequency of
28:45%.
4 CFTC-SEC (2010), Figure 8, p.18.
5 CFTC-SEC (2010), Figure 10, p.24.
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our �lter, 559 out of 893 ETFs experienced market quality breakdowns. The number accounts for

nearly one-third of the crashed stocks on the day. We present in Figure 2 the distribution of ETF

lows measured by the best bid from the listing exchange. The spike of the left-most column in the

�gure indicates that a large portion of ETFs had almost 100% quality deterioration.

[INSERT Figure 2 HERE]

The timing of ETF lows by our �lter, as shown in Figure 2 Panel B, is consistent with the

�nding in the CFTC-SEC report6 as well. The number of ETF crashes started to rise after 14:40.

Beginning about 14:45 a great number of ETFs experienced 100% price drops, which is represented

by a dense line around �100%.

Since our �lter works for the Flash Crash, we then apply it to the full TAQ sample of 1993-2011.

The natural question is how often do events like this occur.

3. Unconditional Breakdown Frequency

We analyze the unconditional probability of a random stock experiencing a market quality break-

down. The breakdown frequency is calculated by the number of broken stocks divided by the total

number of traded stocks. We report results for all exchanges and all types of stocks in Figure 3

Panel A.

[INSERT Figure 3 HERE]

The daily average breakdown frequency is 0:64% throughout our sample period. There is

an uptrend in breakdown frequency from 1993-2000 followed by a downtrend from 2000-2006.

Breakdowns begin to rise again in late 2007 with the onset of the �nancial crisis and peak in 2008

during the near collapse of the �nancial system. As the market stabilizes in the second half of

2009, the breakdown frequency returns to the level in the late 1990s. By 2011, the breakdown

frequency has fallen to 0:39%, half the rate in 1998. In 2010 and 2011, a typical stock will break

down less than once per year.

On average, 44 stocks per day experience breakdowns. Figure 3 Panel B shows the number

of breakdown events by year from 1993-2011. It presents a similar trend with the breakdown

frequency in Panel A. The breakdowns reached their peak in 2000 with more than 30; 000 events,

6 CFTC-SEC (2010), Figure 16, p.39.
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and there is a signi�cant rise in 2008 as well.

Even including the Flash Crash, there are fewer market quality breakdowns in 2010 than in

1998. Excluding the Flash Crash day, the breakdown frequency in 2010 is the fourth lowest in our

sample.

When there are a large number of breakdown events in a year, it could be the case that some

particular stocks break down more frequently or that stocks are essentially equally likely to break

down. To distinguish between the two cases, we measure the distribution of breakdown incidence

by the Gini coe¢ cient in Figure 4.

[INSERT Figure 4 HERE]

The Gini coe¢ cient of 0:52 implies that stocks are not equally likely to break down during

our sample period. We show below that non-NYSE stocks are more likely to break down, and

large capitalization stocks are less likely. Even though breakdown frequencies vary substantially

year-by-year, the distribution across stocks is relatively stable during the period from 1993-2011.

4. Market Structure

We plan to explore the various theories in the literature by �rst developing a baseline model for the

frequency of breakdowns. We will then extend this baseline model to see the time series impact of

changes in market structure, both regulatory and competitive.

4.1 Baseline model

We now model the frequency of market quality events conditional on volatility and aggregate

volume. We calculate the breakdown frequency on day t, �t, by dividing the number of broken

stocks by the total number of traded stocks. We measure market volatility using the opening value

of the Chicago Board Options Exchange volatility index (VIX), �V IXopent . The daily aggregate

volume, vt, is the sum of trading activity on each exchange in its own listings. In the model, we

use a dummy variable, evt, to represent volume spikes.
evt = I�=0:05 vt �P20

j=1 vt�j=20

�vt

!
; (1)

where I (�) is an indicator function and �vt is the standard deviation of the volume over the pro-

ceeding 20 days. In other words, evt is set as 1 if the volume becomes signi�cantly higher than the
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average of proceeding 20 days at the 5% level, and is 0 otherwise.

Given the fact that the breakdown frequency in most times is close to zero and not normally

distributed, we use a generalized linear model with the assumption of �t � �(k; �), where k and �

are respectively the shape and scale parameter of the gamma distribution. The baseline model is

written as

log(E[�t]) = �+ �1�
V IXopen
t + �2evt: (2)

The model is estimated by quasi-maximum likelihood method using robust standard errors, and

the results are shown in Table 2.

[INSERT Table 2 HERE]

All the estimated coe¢ cients are statistically signi�cant. The market volatility a¤ects positively

the aggregate breakdown frequency, which is consistent with intuition. The aggregate volume is

positively associated with the breakdown frequency as well.

We measure goodness-of-�t using McFadden�s measure, R2M , which is de�ned as

R2M = 1� logL(Mf )

logL(Mi)
(3)

where logL(Mf ) is the log-likelihood of the full model and logL(Mi) is the log-likelihood of the

model with just an intercept. Since the log-likelihood is non-positive, R2M ranges from 0 to 1 and

has a higher value for the model with better �t. Our baseline model shows a 42:22% improvement

over the intercept-only model to explain the breakdown frequency.

Next we examine whether breakdowns have increased since Reg. NMS.

4.2 Reg. NMS

On April 6, 2005, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), in a 3-2 vote, adopted Regulation

National Market System (Reg. NMS). The SEC rules were adapting the national market system

concept to the modern electronic marketplace. There are four major provisions: (1) Rule 610,

which provides equal access to markets; (2) Rule 611, which prohibits trade-throughs of displayed

and accessible quotations; (3) Rule 612, which prohibits subpenny quotations except in limited

circumstances; (4) Rule 600, 601 and 603, which set up rules for market data.

We model whether breakdowns increased after the rules were fully adopted on October 15,
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20077, by including a dummy variable dNMS
t into the baseline model. The result in Table 2 shows

that breakdowns become signi�cantly less frequent after Reg. NMS, despite the Flash Crash.

Quantitatively, breakdowns have fallen �41:78% = e�0:5410�1 since the passage of Reg. NMS.

With approximately 7; 000 U.S. equity listings, this implies that 18 fewer stocks each day are

experiencing breakdowns or approximately 4; 500 fewer market quality breakdowns each year.

4.3 Market fragmentation

The academic literature is divided on the e¤ects of fragmentation. We follow Madhavan (2012)

and use the Her�ndahl index as a measure of fragmentation.8

We �rst compile the national best bid and o¤er (NBBO) across all exchanges using the con-

solidated quotes from the TAQ database. The Her�ndahl index is then computed as the sum of

squared frequencies of the best national bid or o¤er that each exchange posts. Mathematically, the

Her�ndahl index for stock i on day t is expressed as

Hi;t =
PM
j=1(f

j
i;t)

2; (4)

where the frequency f ji;t is calculated as the proportion of times exchange j is the national best

bid or o¤er on day t, and M is the total number of exchanges where stock i has quotation activity.

If multiple venues are the best bid or o¤er at the same time, we give an equal weight to each of

these venues since they are competing to attract order �ows. The market fragmentation on day t

is measured by the average of Her�ndahl index values across all stocks,

Ht = N
�1
t

PNt

i=1Hi;t; (5)

where Nt is the total number of stocks on day t. It is worth noting that the Her�ndahl index is

smaller when the market is more fragmented.

Consistent with the volume variable de�ned by (1) in our baseline model, we use a dummy

variable, eHt, to represent spikes of market fragmentation. The dummy is set as 1 if the Her�ndahl
index Ht is signi�cantly lower than the average of proceeding 20 days at the 5% level, and is 0

otherwise. Since the market quality breakdown is de�ned using the bid price, the Her�ndahl index

in the breakdown model is based on the best bid. When we add the Her�ndahl measure to our

7 Reg. NMS was implememted in steps from 2005 to 2007. Our result is robust to the choice of a break
point. Even if we break at the beginning of Reg. NMS in 2005, breakdowns have fallen signi�cantly.
8 The only di¤erence from Madhavan (2012) is the way that we count the number of times for an exchange
with the national best bid or o¤er. For example, if two exchanges have the best national quote at the same
time, he counts one for each, while we assign one half to each to re�ect the fact of their competition for
orders.
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baseline regression, its coe¢ cient is not statistically signi�cant, as shown in Table 2. Therefore,

we conclude that fragmentation is not associated with the breakdown frequency for the market as

a whole.9

Since March 5, 2007, the SEC has required that all o¤-exchange trades must report to a trade

reporting facility (TRF). O�Hara and Ye (2011) have suggested using the share of o¤-exchange

volume as an alternative measure of fragmentation. We use a similar metric in our analysis as well.

The TAQ database provides aggregate information of trades reported to the Financial Industry

Regulatory Authority (FINRA).10 We re-estimated the baseline model for the period from March

5, 2007 to December 30, 2011, and then explored the impact of this alternative measure of frag-

mentation. We �nd in Table 2, similar to O�Hara and Ye (2011), that the share of TRF volume is

not a statistically signi�cant contributor to market quality breakdowns.

4.4 Do exchanges still matter?

We now ask whether exchanges in�uence the frequency of breakdowns. We investigate it by

modeling the number of breakdown occurrences of individual stocks, ni;t. We analyze breakdowns

at the monthly frequency, because the number of daily breakdowns is generally very small.

Since the time of the Nasdaq price �xing case (see e.g. Christie and Schultz (1994)), there has

been an ongoing dialog of market quality across exchanges. The conclusion of the early literature

was that the NYSE, despite having a monopoly market making specialist, typically had higher

market quality. The debate continues to this day, especially involving the role and importance

of market makers, e.g. Menkveld and Wang (2011). Recently some exchanges have proposed to

o¤er market makers �nancial incentives to provide more liquidity in illiquid stocks. In December

2011 BATS �led and later was approved for the Competitive Liquidity Provider program that was

designed to encourage market makers to post tight quoting spreads11. The Nasdaq �led a revised

9 We also explored the impact of fragmentation for individual stocks on the Flash Crash day, as Madhavan
(2012) did. We include as control variables of opening price, market capitalization, volatility, and volume.
The estimated coe¢ cient for the Her�ndahl index is negative (�0:6542) and statistically signi�cant at the
1% level. Our result is consistent with Madhavan�s conclusion about fragmentation for the Flash Crash.
However, we do not �nd this measure helps explain the breakdown frequency at the aggregate level for a
longer historical period.
10 The FINRA trades include those from the Nasdaq TRF, the NYSE TRF and the Alternative Display
Facility (ADF). The TRF data sample in O�Hara and Ye (2011) also includes trades reported to National
Stock Exchange (NSX) TRF. However, based on their results, it accounts for only 2:46% of consolidated
volume, compared to the total share of 24:75% in the sources captured by the FINRA.
11 See e.g. �BATS Gets SEC Approval for Liquidity Provider Program,�Traders Magazine, February 6, 2012.
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plan with the SEC in December 2012 that would pay market makers in thinly traded ETFs12.

Figure 5 presents the breakdown frequency on each of the four primary exchanges from 1993-

2011.

[INSERT Figure 5 HERE]

We see that breakdowns occur less frequently on the NYSE than any other exchange. Even

in 2008, the frequency is less than 0:9%; and the frequency in 2011 is very close to the levels

in early 1990s. The breakdown frequency on the Nasdaq shows a similar trend to the result for

all exchanges, but the magnitude is higher. Interestingly, the ARCA experiences a breakdown

frequency as high as 2:6% in 2007 when the frequency is relatively low on other exchanges. After

that, there is a substantial improvement of market quality for ARCA and it is the second best

exchange in 2011.

The unconditional probabilities are not by themselves indications of exchange related e¤ects.

Stocks di¤er across exchanges, and we must control for these in our market quality inferences. To

test for marginal e¤ects from exchange structure, we include the covariates from the baseline model

and add the log opening price of the stock, popeni;t , and its log market capitalization, �i;t. Since the

dependent variable is the number of market quality events for stock i in month t, we use Poisson

regression with the assumption of ni;t � Pois(�),

log(E[ni;t]) = �+ �1p
open
i;t + �2�i;t + �3�i;t + �4evi;t: (6)

The model is estimated by the quasi-maximum likelihood method using robust standard errors.

The results in Table 3 show that all the estimated coe¢ cients are statistically signi�cant. At the

individual stock level, the opening price and market capitalization are negatively associated with

the number of breakdowns, while volatility and volume13 are positively related to breakdowns.

[INSERT Table 3 HERE]

We then add three dummy variables, dNY SE for the NYSE, dNASD for the Nasdaq, and dARCA

for the ARCA to (6), using ARCA as the omitted listing exchange. The results in Table 3 indicate

that the exchange listing signi�cantly a¤ects the number of breakdowns for individual stocks.

Even though the NYSE has lost market share in its own issues, NYSE listed stocks break down

12 See e.g. �Nasdaq Seeks Approval for Revised �Paid-for-Market-Making�Plan,�Traders Magazine Online
News, December 10, 2012
13 Volume here is the trading activity on the primary exchange, as calculated from the TAQ data.
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approximately 20:03% less frequently than Nasdaq stocks, 43:91% less frequently than AMEX

listings, and 69:04% less frequently than ARCA listings.

We now turn from issues of market and regulatory structure to examine whether cross-security

correlation might be explaining market quality breakdowns.

5. The Theoretical Model

The model presented in this section follows Sandås (2001). We extend Sandås�model to include two

risky equities and their corresponding limit order books. Our model contributes to the literature by

introducing the correlation between securities and analyzing the cross-equity impact on limit order

books. The theoretical results discussed here provide a framework for the subsequent empirical

analysis.

5.1 Model setup

We consider two risky equities, A and B, in the model. Equity i, i = A or B, has a fundamental

value Xi
t in period t, which incorporates all information available up to period t. The fundamental

value for security i in the next period is

Xi
t+1 = X

i
t + �

i + "it+1; (7)

where �i represents the expected change in the fundamental value and "it+1 is a random innovation

in period t+ 1.

There are two types of agents, market makers and traders. Market makers provide liquidity by

placing limit orders on one or both assets. They are risk neutral and pro�t maximizing. Traders

are risk averse and their trades may be due to exogenous reasons, e.g. margin calls, rather than

their best estimate of the fundamental value. Therefore, they want to trade quickly at the current

price.

There are three stages in each period t. In the �rst stage, market makers submit new limit

orders on one or both equities. They repeat the process until no market maker �nds it optimal

to place an additional order. Then a trader arrives and submits market orders on either security

or both. The market order quantity on each equity may rely on the correlation between the two.

Finally, market makers update their expectation about the fundamental values of the assets given

the size of incoming trades and the process starts over.

For each limit order book we use a discrete pricing grid as follows. The bid prices in the book of
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equity i are denoted by
�
pi1; p

i
2; : : : ; p

i
k

	
, where pi1 is the best bid price. Let

�
Qi1; Q

i
2; : : : ; Q

i
k

	
denote

the order quantities associated with each price. The variables for the o¤er side may be denoted

analogously, but we focus on the bid side only for market quality breakdowns. The market order

quantity for equity i is denoted by mi. It is positive for buy orders, and negative for sell orders.

5.2 Traders

Suppose that a trader buys or sells with equal probability. Following Sandås (2001) we assume

that the market order quantities are exogenous and are exponentially distributed for simplicity. We

focus on sell orders only when modeling market quality breakdowns. To incorporate the correlation

between the two equities into the model, we use the bivariate exponential distribution14 with the

following joint density function,

f
�
mA;mB

�
=

1

�A�B
e
mA

�A
+mB

�B

h
1 + 4�

�
1� 2 e

mA

�A

��
1� 2 e

mB

�B

�i
; mA � 0 and mB � 0: (8)

It is not di¢ cult to show that the marginal distributions of mA and mB are exponential with mean

�A and �B respectively, and the correlation between mA and mB is �, where �1 � � � 1. We then

mainly concentrate on the decision problem of the market makers.

5.3 Market Makers

Market makers observe trades on both equities and then update their best estimates of the funda-

mental values based on the market order quantities. Since equity A and B are symmetric in our

model, only security A�s fundamental value in the next period is given below,

E
�
XA
t+1jXA

t ;m
A;mB

�
= XA

t + �
A + h

�
mA;mB

�
; (9)

where h
�
mA;mB

�
is a non-decreasing price impact function. It captures the market order impact

of both equities on the fundamental value of securityA. We assume that the price impact function

is linear with respect to the market order quantity of each of the equities, i.e.

h
�
mA;mB

�
= �mA + �mB; (10)

where � and � represent respectively the marginal price impact of market orders on security A and

B. Since buy (sell) orders typically contain positive (negative) information about the fundamental

value of the asset, both � and � are expected to be positive.

To simplify the analysis, we assume that market makers face a quantity-invariant order process-

14 We use one of the Gumbel (1960) versions of the bivariate exponential distribution because it clearly
identi�es the e¤ect of the cross-asset correlation.
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ing cost c. Then the pro�t of a limit order at the best bid price level pA1 of equity A is given by

�A1 = p
A
1 � c� E

�
XA
t+1jXA

t ;m
A;mB

�
: (11)

Under this setup, we can calculate the expected pro�t of a limit order placed on equity A�s last

unit qA given a market order on equity B.

E
�
�A1 jmB

�
= E�mA�qA

�
pA1 � c� E

�
XA
t+1jXA

t ;m
A;mB

��
(12)

=

�qAZ
�1

�
pA1 � c�XA

t � �mA � �mB
� 1

�A�B
e
mA

�A
+mB

�B

h
1 + 4�

�
1� 2 e

mA

�A

��
1� 2 e

mB

�B

�i
dmA

=
1

�B
e�

qA

�A
+mB

�B [
�
pA1 � c�XA

t + �
�
qA + �A=2

�
� �mB

� �
1 + 4�

�
1� 2 e

mB

�B

��
1� e�

qA

�A

��
+
��A

2

�
1 + 4�

�
1� 2 e

mB

�B

��
]:

A zero-pro�t condition in (12) will characterize equilibrium.

5.4 Equilibrium

The model is in equilibrium if no market maker can pro�t by submitting an additional limit order

at any price level. Therefore, the quantity placed at any price level must satisfy that the last unit

breaks even, i.e. the expected pro�t of the marginal limit order at the end must be zero. From (12)

we can obtain the quantity QA1 submitted at the best bid price level p
A
1 by solving the equation.�

pA1 � c�XA
t + �

�
QA1 + �

A=2
�
� �mB

��
1 + 4�

�
1� 2 e

mB

�B

��
1� e�

QA1
�A

��
+
��A

2

�
1 + 4�

�
1� 2 e

mB

�B

��
= 0:

(13)

We are more interested in the cross-equity e¤ect of market orders on the limit order book. To

analyze it we take the derivative of QA1 with respect to m
B,

@QA1
@mB

=
� + 4�C

�+ 4�D
; (14)

where

C = �
�
1� 2 e

mB

�B

��
1� e�

QA1
�A

�
+ �

�A

�B
e
mB

�B

+
2

�B
e
mB

�B

�
1� e�

QA1
�A

��
pA1 � c�XA

t + �
�
QA1 + �

A=2
�
� �mB

�
D = �

�
1� 2 e

mB

�B

��
1� e�

QA1
�A

�
+
1

�A
e�
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�A
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pA1 � c�XA

t + �
�
QA1 + �

A=2
�
� �mB

�
:
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We see that both C > 0 and D > 0 if 1 � 2 e
mB

�B > 0 and pA1 � c � XA
t + �

�
QA1 + �

A=2
�
�

�mB > 0. Therefore, when mB < min
�
��B log 2; ��1

�
pA1 � c�XA

t + �
�
QA1 + �

A=2
��	
, we have

@QA1 =@m
B > 0. Since mB � 0, it suggests that an increase in the quantity of a market sell order

on equity B will also reduce the depth at the best bid price level of equity A.

In addition, (14) indicates the impact of the correlation � on the order book depth. When

� increases, @QA1 =@m
B becomes greater, so the cross-equity e¤ect of a market sell order is even

stronger.

The condition of zero expected pro�t also satis�es for the price levels deeper in the limit order

book. We obtain the same conclusions for the cross-equity e¤ect of market orders and for the

impact of the correlation as well. When the limit order book thins to the extreme price level, a

market quality breakdown occurs. If the trades are based on exogenous reasons rather than the

expected fundamental value, the market would learn later nothing fundamental has happened and

therefore the price movements are reversed.

6. Market Correlation

The critical parameter in the model is the cross-equity correlation �: We �rst try to measure how

the correlation across stocks has changed during our sample period.

Since 2008, there have been instruments15 that directly measure the market�s implied correla-

tion. These instruments are not available for our entire sample, so we construct our own measure

using daily returns of 30 industry portfolios from Fama and French�s website. We calculate the

20-day rolling correlation pairwise and use the median as measure of the market correlation.

We plot the market correlation over the sample period in Figure 6.

[INSERT Figure 6 HERE]

We include the median correlation in our explanatory model

log(E[�t]) = �+ �1�
V IXopen
t + �2evt + �3dNMS

t + �4e�t: (15)

and present the results in Table 2. We construct our correlation variable, e�t, as a dummy variable
that represents spikes in market correlation, just as we did with volume in (1).

The results suggest that it does explain a higher frequency of market quality events. Spikes in

15 The Chicago Board Options Exchange began to disseminate an implied correlation measure for the S&P 500
options basket and its components. There are also instruments which use this correlation as an underlying.
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market correlation raise the breakdown frequency by 25:62%.

7. Exchange Traded Funds

The growing volume of trading in ETFs has changed the character of the market. ETFs broke

down more frequently during the Flash Crash. We con�rm, after controlling for individual equity

and exchange e¤ects, that ETFs su¤er substantially more market quality breakdowns.

It is an open question whether ETFs make other stocks unstable. We �nd they do contribute

to market-wide equity breakdowns through their e¤ects on market correlation.

We investigate whether ETFs as an equity class break down more often by including a dummy

variable for ETFs, dETFi into the individual stock model, (6). We control for market capitalization,

opening price, individual stock volume and volatility. We also want to ensure that our ETF results

are not simply proxying for the e¤ects of exchanges, so we include dummies variables for the

NYSE, Nasdaq, and AMEX. As shown in Table 3, ETFs exhibit signi�cantly higher likelihood of

breakdowns, after controls, than non-ETFs. ETFs break down 90:33% more frequently. If the

market consisted exclusively of ETFs, there would be greater than 9; 000 more breakdowns per

year.

We also explore the relationship between market correlation and the trading activity of ETFs.

We use the Granger causality test to study whether an increase in trading volume of ETFs causes

a change in market correlation, or the other way around. In order to do the test, we �rst �t the

correlation and aggregate ETF volume into a vector autoregressive model,

e�t = a�;0 +
PM
i=1 a�;ie�t�i +PM

i=1 b�;ievETFt�i + "�;t; (16)

evETFt = av;0 +
PM
i=1 av;ie�t�i +PM

i=1 bv;ievETFt�i + "v;t;

where e�t and evETFt are dummy variables that represent spikes of market correlation and aggregate

ETF volume respectively. The number of lags M = 4 is determined by the Akaike Information

Criterion. Based on this speci�cation, we obtain the Granger causality test results which are

reported in Table 4 Panel A.

[INSERT Table 4 HERE]

There is a statistically signi�cant causation of aggregate ETF volume for market correlation,

but the reverse is not true. Because ETFs cause correlation spikes, they increase the probability
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that other stocks will break down the next day. A lagged ETF volume spike raises the probability

of a correlation spike by as much as 73:60%:

8. High Frequency Trading

To examine whether HFT activity helps explain the market quality breakdowns, we use the data

set analyzed by Brogaard (2011) and Gao and Mizrach (2011). The HFT data set includes all

trades on the NASDAQ exchange for 120 stocks on each trading date in 2008 and 2009, as well

as one week in February 2010. We focus only on 2008 and 2009 in our analysis. The data tells

whether an HFT �rm is a liquidity taker or a provider in each trade. We measure HFT activity

as the share of volume executed by HFT �rms in a trading day, either at the liquidity seeking side

or at the passive side. We analyze the HFT e¤ect using a dummy variable ĤFT t that measures

spikes in the HFT share of trading volume, constructed in the same way as volume and correlation.

We assume that HFT �rms have similar trading activity in other stocks that we do not observe in

this sample, and extrapolate the measure to the broader equity market.16

The impact of HFT activity on market quality breakdowns may operate through the correlation

channel. Our theoretical model predicts that a high correlation between market orders will result

in a larger cross-equity e¤ect, thus contributing to a higher breakdown frequency. We investigate

this possibility by the Granger causality test in the framework of the following vector autoregressive

model,

e�t = a�;0 +
PM
i=1 a�;ie�t�i +PM

i=1 b�;iĤFT t�i + "�;t; (17)

ĤFT t = ah;0 +
PM
i=1 ah;ie�t�i +PM

i=1 bh;iĤFT t�i + "h;t;

where e�t and ĤFT t are dummy variables representing spikes of market correlation and HFT
activity respectively. The number of lagsM = 4 is determined by the Akaike Information Criterion.

The results in Table 4 Panel B suggest that HFT activity Granger causes market correlation

signi�cantly, but the reverse is only marginally signi�cant. A lagged HFT volume spike raises the

probability of a correlation spike by as much as 297:2%:

We re-estimate the explanatory model for the period from 2008 to 2009, controlling for corre-

lation as our theoretical model suggests,

log(E[�t]) = �+ �1�
V IXopen
t + �2evt + �3ĤFT t + �4e�t: (18)

16 We test the assumption by estimating the model using only the 120 stocks in the data set for which we
observe volume directly. The e¤ects of HFT are similar to the extrapolated sample.
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The results in Table 5 indicate that HFT activity has a signi�cantly positive impact on market

quality breakdowns, even when we include the e¤ects of market correlation.

[INSERT Table 5 HERE]

The marginal e¤ect of correlation spikes is 31:31% in 2008-2009, and spikes in HFT activity

raise the breakdown frequency an additional 18:33%. If both variables trigger in a trading day,

the breakdown frequency rises nearly 50%.

9. Prediction

We examine whether breakdowns are predictable. We take the only lagged variable from the

explanatory model (15), the 09:30 opening value of the VIX, and then add the two prior days�

breakdown probabilities �t�j , j = 1; 2,

log(E[�t]) = �+ �1�
V IXopen
t +

P2
j=1 �j�t�j : (19)

The results in Table 9 demonstrate that the breakdown frequency is positively autocorrelated.

[INSERT Table 9 HERE]

Both lags are statistically signi�cant.17 The breakdown frequency rises by 25:26% if the fre-

quency last day doubles the average. Following two days of breakdowns at twice the average rate,

the breakdown frequency becomes 52:35% higher. The R2M in the predictive model of breakdowns

is 49:36%, slightly higher than 46:24% that we found in the explanatory model which included

contemporaneous variables.

10. Robustness Checks

We recognize that researchers might use alternative de�nitions of a market quality breakdown.

They might want to use 15% rather than 10% or have the day close �at rather than down 2:5%,

etc. While not reported, our results are quite robust to perturbations in these values.

Order book breakdowns can also occur on the o¤er side of the book. This section studies these

�breakups.�

Menkveld and Wang (2011) note that liquidity risks are particularly acute for small cap stocks.

17 The AIC suggests including up to 8 lags, but the lags beyond the second are not statistically signi�cant.
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We want to make sure that our results are not being driven solely by a set of volatile, low-liquidity

securities. We repeat our explanatory models for a purely large market capitalization sample.

We also consider here alternative microstructure de�nitions of our 10% decline by looking �rst

at the national best bid or o¤er (NBBO). We also look at a less familiar but related concept, the

worst bid or o¤er (WBO). Our results are quite strong and similar for the NBBO, but the WBO

appears to be a challenge for any model.

In addition, we analyze market quality events using trade data rather than quotes. The results

con�rm our explanatory model.

10.1 Breakups

Market quality deterioration also results in rapid increases in o¤er prices. These are surprisingly

as frequent as the breakdowns and tend to follow the same pattern over time in Figure 7.

[INSERT Figure 7 HERE]

The average breakup frequency is 0:63% in our sample from 1993-2011.

We e¤ectively split the sample on October 15, 2007 using a dummy variable dNMS for the full

implementation of Reg. NMS. Breakups are more frequent than breakdowns after 2002, and we

do not �nd a statistically signi�cant decrease after Reg. NMS in Table 7.

[INSERT Table 7 HERE]

The e¤ect of market correlation spikes is qualitatively similar to the results we found in Table

2. The results are not as strong as they are for breakdowns, with correlation spikes raising the

breakup probability by 8:915%. The estimated e¤ect is statistically signi�cant at the 6% level.

10.2 Large caps

The literature often focuses on large cap stocks when studying equities. We want to explore

whether our conclusions would change if we include only large caps in our sample. We construct a

sub-sample that contains stocks with market capitalization of more than $10 billion. On average,

there are 246 stocks per day in this category.

We plot the aggregate breakdown frequency in Figure 7. On average during 1993-2011, the

large cap daily breakdown frequency is 0:11% versus 0:64% for all stocks. Large caps break down
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at a lower frequency in each year of the sample. Only 118 large caps have broken down in the

period 2009-11. 77 of these occur during the Flash Crash.

Our explanatory model explains the breakdown frequency of large caps as well. The results

are reported in Table 7. Adding the Reg. NMS dummy variable to the model reveals a signi�cant

reduction in breakdown frequency of 91:81% since October 15, 2007. A correlation spike raises

large cap breakdowns by 121:9%.

10.3 NBBO

We plot the frequency of breakdowns based on the NBBO in Figure 7.18 After 2007, the NBBO

breakdown frequency averages 31:96% lower than the frequency based on the listing exchange.

Market quality breakdowns in the NBBO are less frequent in 2011 than they were in 1993 when

exchanges dominated liquidity in their own listings. From 2008-11, secondary exchanges were able

to provide a liquidity bu¤er in cases where the primary exchange was experiencing a breakdown.

This supports the conclusion of Jiang, McInish and Upton (2011) that competition could enhance

market quality.

With our explanatory model, the change in de�nition con�rms, in Table 7, our previous conclu-

sions. NBBO breakdowns have decreased signi�cantly since Reg. NMS by 60:61%. A correlation

spike raises the NBBO breakdown frequency by 17:62%.

We feel that looking at the primary listing exchange for market quality e¤ects is quite natural,

but these results show that using the NBBO would result in nearly identical conclusions.

10.4 Trading events

We also apply our �lter to trade prices as another robustness check. Speci�cally, we look at trade

price movements from 09:35-15:55 in the listing exchange. A stock is identi�ed to experience a

breakdown if the trade prices fall 10% below the 09:35 price and rebound to within 2:5% of the

09:35 price by 15:55. In addition, the trade with the lowest price must be repeated at least once

in a subsequent calendar second.

Figure 7 presents the frequency of trading breakdowns on the primary listing exchange. The

trading events occur relatively more frequently in the 1990s. Consistent with the results based on

the NBBO, breakdowns are less frequent in 2011 than they were in 1993.

18 Because the national best bid price may be higher than the listing exchange price at 09:35 or 15:55, the
NBBO breakdown frequency can be larger than the same measure computed solely on the listing exchange.
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The results using our explanatory model are shown in Table 7. Trading breakdowns have

decreased signi�cantly since Reg. NMS by 79:91%. A correlation spike raises the trading breakdown

frequency by 31:19%.

10.5 WBO

There is a lot more exchange competition in the latter half of our sample, but that does not mean

that every exchange plays an active role in liquidity provision for every stock. In particular, the

presence of stub quotes of $0:01 is important on the non-primary exchanges. These come into play

on many days, not just on the Flash Crash.

Breakdown frequencies grow virtually monotonically in Figure 8 between 1997 and 2006.

[INSERT Figure 8 HERE]

The frequencies are also nearly 100 times higher. In 2010, stocks on the primary listing exchange

break down 0:36% of the time, whereas the WBO breaks down nearly 35% of the time.

Not surprisingly, our model o¤ers no explanatory power for these events. In Table 7, volume

and correlation o¤er no improvement to the likelihood of the breakdown frequency.

We don�t feel that the WBO is a proper measure of overall market quality, but we still think

it provides some perspective on quote activity away from the listing exchange or NBBO.

11. Conclusions

Market quality, in our view, should be assessed using quotes as well as trade prices. We analyze

the intra-daily consolidated bids and o¤ers of every security in CRSP and TAQ during the period

of 1993-2011. We examine stocks which fall more than 10% between 09:35 and 15:55 but recover

within the day. These market quality breakdowns have a daily average frequency of 0:64%;

approximately 44 stocks per day. Breakdowns in 2010-2011 average 0:38%, which is less than once

per year in a typical stock.

Volume and volatility are still the prime causes of market quality breakdowns in our explana-

tory model, improving the likelihood by more than 40% over a model with just a constant term.

Market quality has improved since the passage of Reg. NMS. A stock is 41:78% less likely to

breakdown after mid-October 2007. We �nd no impact on breakdowns from a Her�ndahl index

of quote fragmentation or the market share of o¤-exchange volume. The NYSE, despite many
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changes and losses of market share, still has the highest market quality. ETFs break down 90:33%

more frequently than non-ETFs.

We con�rm our theoretical model of correlated liquidity shocks. Breakdowns are 25:62% more

frequent when correlation between market sectors spikes. ETF and HFT trading volume Granger

cause this correlation. Surges in HFT activity raises the breakdown frequency by 18:33%.

Breakdown e¤ects are persistent up to two days. Lagged factors improve upon a constant

forecast by up to 50%.

Stocks with market capitalization of more than $10 billion have an average daily breakdown

frequency of only 0:11%. During 2009-11, only 118 large cap stocks break down.

In 2008-11, NBBO quote activity away from the listing markets lowers the average breakdown

frequency by 31:96%. This suggests that exchange competition may be bene�cial to market quality.
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Table 1: Market Quality Breakdowns on May 6, 2010
This table gives the number of breakdowns in market quality on listing exchanges on May 6, 2010.
Our sample is selected from all securities listed on the NYSE, Nasdaq, ARCA, and AMEX. We
remove the securities that are not included in the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) on
May 6, 2010. Those include preferred, warrants, and units bundled with warrants. We apply our
�lter, as discussed in section 2, to identify market quality breakdowns for individual stocks.

Listings Breakdowns Frequency
Total 6,527 1,857 28.45%
NYSE 2,382 691 29.01%
Nasdaq 2,821 582 20.63%
ARCA 829 521 62.85%
AMEX 495 63 12.73%
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Table 2: Aggregate Breakdown Frequency Models 1993-2011
This table presents estimates from the aggregate breakdown frequency models and shows the impact
of changes in market structure and correlation on breakdowns. The dependent variable �t is the
daily breakdown frequency from April 6, 1993 to December 30, 2011. Given the fact that it is close
to zero and not normally distributed, we use the generalized linear model with the assumption that
�t follows the gamma distribution. The models are estimated by quasi-maximum likelihood method
using robust standard errors. Column (1) shows estimates for the baseline model: log(E[�t]) =
� + �1�

V IXopen
t + �2evt. �V IXopent is the opening value of the VIX. evt represents volume spikes, and

equals 1 if the volume becomes signi�cantly higher than the average of proceeding 20 days at the 5%
signi�cance level and 0 otherwise. The volume is measured as the sum of trading activity on each
exchange in its own listings. R2M denotes McFadden�s R-squared. Column (2) displays the e¤ect of
Reg. NMS after the rules were fully adopted on October 15, 2007, by including a dummy variable
dNMS
t . We measure fragmentation in two ways, the Her�ndahl index and the share of consolidated
volume executed in trade reporting facilities (TRFs), as discussed in section 4.3. Consistent with
the volume variable, eHt and ]TRF t represent spikes of market fragmentation, respectively. They
equal 1 if the market is signi�cantly more fragmented compared to the proceeding 20 days and 0
otherwise. The Her�ndahl index is in column (3) and the TRF volume in column (4). The TRF
data are available from March 5, 2007 to December 30, 2011. The R2M for the baseline model in
this sub-sample is 0:5168. Column (5) shows the impact of market correlation on the breakdown
frequency. We calculate the 20-day rolling correlation pairwise by using daily returns of 30 Fama-
French industry portfolios and then use the median as a measure of the market correlation. Consistent
with the volume variable and fragmentation measures, e�t represent spikes of market correlation.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Baseline Reg. NMS Her�ndahl TRF%y Correlation

�V IXopent 0.0749 0.0845 0.0845 0.0668 0.0841
(47.66) (49.97) (50.19) (27.35) (50.02)evt 0.5396 0.5932 0.5936 0.9207 0.5412
(4.44) (4.23) (4.23) (3.32) (4.48)

dNMS
t -0.5410 -0.5416 -0.5463

(-13.27) (-13.37) (-14.36)eHt -0.0137
(-0.27)

]TRF t 0.1706
(1.61)e�t 0.2281

(3.21)
constant -2.2814 -2.3848 -2.3843 -2.5000 -2.3947

(-70.07) (-71.74) (-71.37) (-36.58) (-72.07)
R2M 0.4222 0.4587 0.4587 0.5185 0.4624
t-statistics in parentheses.
y denotes sample period from March 5, 2007 to December 30, 2011.
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Table 3: Models for Individual Stocks 1993-2011
This table contains estimates from pooled panel regression models at the individual stock level. We
analyze monthly data and the dependent variable ni;t is the number of breakdowns on stock i in
month t. The sample period is from April 1993 to December 2011. We estimate the models by
Poisson regression with robust standard errors using quasi-maximum likelihood method. Column (1)
shows estimates for the baseline model: log(E[ni;t]) = �+�1p

open
i;t +�2�i;t+�3�i;t+�4evi;t, where i is

the subscript representing each stock and t is the subscript for each month. popeni;t is the log opening
price of the stock, �i;t is the log market capitalization, �i;t is the monthly volatility, and evi;t is volume
spikes on the listing exchange. Column (2) presents the exchange e¤ects on breakdowns by including
three dummy variables, dNY SEi;t for the NYSE, dNASDi;t for the Nasdaq, and dARCAi;t for the ARCA.
The AMEX is used as the basis in the model. Column (3) shows market quality breakdowns in ETFs
by including a dummy variable dETFi . The estimates for the model with both exchange listing and
ETFs are reported in column (4). R2M denotes McFadden�s R-squared.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Baseline Exchange ETF All

popeni;t -0.3466 -0.3567 -0.4105 -0.3803
(-51.71) (-53.91) (-59.33) (-54.30)

�i;t -0.3193 -0.2942 -0.2782 -0.2792
(-30.53) (-26.79) (-27.38) (-25.25)

�i;t 0.2557 0.2546 0.2475 0.2514
(9.97) (9.76) (9.49) (9.60)evi;t 0.2146 0.2264 0.2026 0.2195
(38.35) (28.28) (27.11) (27.37)

dNY SEi;t -0.5783 -0.5305
(-44.47) (-39.43)

dNASDi;t -0.3548 -0.3072
(-34.71) (-27.76)

dARCAi;t 0.5942 0.0680
(18.02) (1.55)

dETFi 1.0071 0.6436
(38.02) (15.50)

constant -0.8051 -0.8949 -1.0329 -0.9826
(-17.60) (-19.06) (-22.45) (-20.33)

R2M 0.1974 0.2035 0.2016 0.2043
t-statistics in parentheses.
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Table 4: Granger Causality Tests
This table demonstrates the relationship between market correlation, exchanged traded funds (ETFs)
and high frequency trading (HFT) by Granger causality tests. Panel A shows the test results for
ETFs during the sample period from 1993 to 2011. The tests are based on the vector autoregressive
model in (16). Panel B presents the test results for HFT. The sample period is from 2008 to 2009
and the tests are based on the vector autoregressive model in (17).

Panel A: Exchange Traded Funds
H0: ETF volume does not Granger cause market correlation.
F -stat 7.20 p-value 0.0000
H0: market correlation does not Granger cause ETF volume.
F -stat 1.36 p-value 0.2446

Panel B: High Frequency Trading
H0: HFT% does not Granger cause market correlation.
F -stat 3.65 p-value 0.0058
H0: market correlation does not Granger cause HFT%.
F -stat 2.07 p-value 0.0833
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Table 5: Aggregate Breakdown Frequency Models 2008-2009
This table presents estimates from the aggregate breakdown frequency models from 2008-2009, the
period covered in the HFT data set. The dependent variable �t is the daily breakdown frequency. We
use the generalized linear model with gamma probability distribution and estimate models by quasi-
maximum likelihood method using robust standard errors. Column (1) re-estimates the baseline
model over the period from 2008-2009. Column (2) shows the impact of market correlation spikese�t over the period from 2008-2009. Column (3) reports the estimates when both HFT activity and

market correlation are included in the model, log(E[�t]) = �+ �1�
V IXopen
t + �2evt + �3ĤFT t + �4e�t:

The HFT activity is measured by the share of volume executed by HFT �rms. Consistent with the
volume and correlation variables, ĤFT t is a dummy variable measuring spikes in HFT activity. R2M
denotes McFadden�s R-squared.

(1) (2) (3)
Baseline Correlation HFT

�V IXopent 0.0526 0.0528 0.0532
(19.75) (19.40) (19.26)evt 0.5700 0.4766 0.4408
(3.87) (4.22) (3.80)

ĤFT t 0.1683
(2.15)e�t 0.2324 0.2427

(2.59) (2.65)
constant -1.7866 -1.8082 -1.8366

(-19.14) (-18.68) (-18.24)
R2M 0.2316 0.2330 0.2340
t-statistics in parentheses.
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Table 6: Predictive Models
This table contains estimates from a predictive models of breakdowns. We include the prior days�
breakdown probabilities along with the opening value of the VIX, log(E[�t]) = � + �1�

V IXopen
t +P2

j=1 �j�t�j . R
2
M denotes McFadden�s R-squared.

Breakdown
�V IXopent 0.0388

(10.64)
�t�1 0.3519

(3.74)
�t�2 0.3059

(3.33)
constant -1.9544

(-48.12)
R2M 0.4936
t-statistics in parentheses.
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Table 7: Robustness Checks of Aggregate Frequency Models
This table presents estimates for a variety of robustness checks of our explanatory model. (15).
Column (1) examines �breakups,� rapid increases in o¤er prices from the listing exchange that are
subsequently reversed. Columns (2)-(5) look at breakdown frequency. Column (2) is a sample of
stocks with market capitalization of more than $10 billion. In column (3), the breakdown frequency
is based on the NBBO rather than the listing exchange. Column (4) uses trades rather than quotes
as the breakdown measure. In column (5), the frequency is based on the worst bid or o¤er (WBO)
on any exchange. We use the generalized linear model with gamma probability distribution, and
the models are estimated by quasi-maximum likelihood method using robust standard errors. R2M
denotes McFadden�s R-squared.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Breakups Large Caps NBBO Trades WBO

�V IXopent 0.0686 0.1325 0.0836 0.0804 0.0039
(47.86) (13.69) (51.86) (40.67) (2.76)evt 0.2094 1.9653 0.5138 0.6829 0.0623
(4.70) (4.32) (5.30) (4.30) (1.19)

dNMS
t 0.0100 -2.5028 -0.9316 -1.6050 0.6200

(0.33) (-10.05) (-30.12) (-36.46) (28.36)e�t 0.0854 0.7971 0.1623 0.2715 0.0584
(1.94) (2.99) (3.16) (2.84) (1.33)

constant -2.1231 -5.3716 -2.3821 -2.2085 2.5283
(-73.12) (-27.01) (-78.69) (-58.91) (72.74)

R2M 0.3721 0.6466 0.5442 0.6095 0.0111
t-statistics in parentheses.
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Figure 1: Market Quality Metrics on May 6, 2010
This �gure presents the market quality metrics on May 6, 2010 by our �lter. For comparison with
the CFTC-SEC results, we apply the same stock �lter here, i.e. a share price of more than $3.00
and a market capitalization of at least $10 million. Panel A shows the distribution of the percentage
decline in the best bid prices on the Flash Crash day. Panel B displays the time and percentage
decline of the best bid from 14:00 to 15:00. Each point on the graph represents a stock.

Panel A: Distribution of % Decline in the Best Bid

Panel B: Timing of Lows in Best Bid 14:00-15:00
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Figure 2: Market Quality of ETFs on May 6, 2010
This �gure presents the market quality of ETFs on May 6, 2010 by our �lter. Panel A shows the
distribution of the percentage decline in the best bid prices for a sample of all ETFs. Panel B
displays the time and percentage decline of the best bid from 14:00 to 15:00. Each point on the
graph represents an ETF.

Panel A: Distribution of ETF % Decline in the Best Bid

Panel B: Timing of ETF Lows in Best Bid 14:00-15:00
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Figure 3: Breakdown Frequency 1993-2011
This �gure presents market quality breakdowns from 1993 to 2011. Panel A shows the breakdown
frequency, which is calculated by the number of breakdowns divided by the total number of securities.
Panel B plots the number of breakdowns in each year.

Panel A: Market Quality Breakdown Frequency

Panel B: Number of Market Quality Breakdowns
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Figure 4: Breakdown Inequality by Gini Coe¢ cient 1993-2011
This �gure demonstrates the inequality of breakdown incidence among individual stocks by the Gini
coe¢ cient. For each year we include the securities that experience at least one breakdown in market
quality.
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Figure 5: Market Quality Breakdown Frequency by Exchange 1993-2011
This �gure presents the breakdown frequencies from 1993 to 2011 on each of the four listing exchanges,
NYSE, Nasdaq, AMEX, and ARCA. ARCA becomes a listing exchange in 2006 after its merger with
NYSE. The breakdown frequency on each exchange is calculated by the number of breakdowns divided
by the total number of securities on that exchange.
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Figure 6: Rolling Correlation of Industry Portfolios 1993-2011
This �gure illustrates the market correlation from 1993 to 2011. We calculate the 20-day rolling
correlation pairwise using daily returns of 30 Fama-French industry portfolios, and then use the
median as a measure of the market correlation.
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Figure 7: Robustness Checks for Breakdown Frequency 1993-2011
This �gure presents event frequencies from 1993 to 2011 for alternative measures of market quality.
We plot �breakups,� rapid increases in o¤er prices from the listing exchange that are subsequently
reversed. We also plot three breakdown frequencies: (1) a sample of stocks with market capitalization
of more than $10 billion, �Large caps�; (2) the national best bid or o¤er (NBBO); and (3) trade prices
(�Trading events�).
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Figure 8: WBO Breakdown Frequency 1993-2011
This �gure presents market quality breakdown frequencies in the worst bid or o¤er (WBO) from 1993
to 2011.
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